
Custom Shower Glass
 

They are quick, efficient and thorough from start off to finish. Fantastic excellent product and

3D visualisations at the design and style stage mean that you can see precisely what you are

getting. Fixed, hinged or sliding https://creativeglassstudio.co.uk/bespoke-shower-

enclosures/ , doors and enclosures available in a assortment of clean types and high quality

supplies. Our ordering course of action is very simple and we have good lead occasions for

manufacturing of shower glass doors, screens and panels. Precision Glass Ltd is primarily

based in Burgess Hill , West Sussex, we are a leading supplier of higher excellent bespoke

glass solutions. 

 

Our team can design and style, construct and set up a range of bespoke glass shower

screens. You can have your decision of handles and fittings, for a seamless impact choose to

set up one particular of our frameless glass shower screens. Individually made to order with

higher high quality fittings in a selection of finishes. Distinctive to Go Glass are glass showers

with glass styles made by top UK glass designer Clive Sparkes. 

Our Services
 
The doors, no matter sliding, frameless or patio doors are entirely protected. This is since the
tempered glass has a exclusive function of breaking into little pebble-like parts upon
significant influence, which is guarding people today applying it from harm. The doors
created of glass will normally be safer if you examine them to the other alternatives.
Everyone that utilizes this sort of doors can tell you how huge of a distinction they make
when it comes to enabling all-natural light into the dwelling. 

With no unsightly frames, frameless glass showers have a minimalist and contemporary

appear and feel.

At AC Glass we are extremely flexible, which gives us the freedom to be able to give

solutions to suit you and your specifications.

From frosted glass to prism cuts, your new glass door can be reduce and installed in any

way you call for.

A phone contact to us does not in any way obligate you to acquire a item or undergo a

“sales pitch”.

They also lessen the mould danger by minimizing the areas exactly where mould can grow.

https://creativeglassstudio.co.uk/bespoke-shower-enclosures/
https://creativeglassstudio.co.uk/bespoke-shower-enclosures/


 
All panels are locked to each other and/or the floor providing security and stability. If you
want some assistance with a project for your property, then please really feel extra than
welcome to make contact with us by clicking the button under to request a no-obligation
custom glass survey and totally free estimate nowadays. You can add your own modesty
design and style with fine sandblasting or brilliant reduce lines. A lot of depends on you and
how bold or subtle you are, but we are positive that we assistance you to choose by issuing
numerous possibilities. 
At B&M Glazing, we reassure all Harrow, Ruislip, Pinner and West London customers that
our glaziers create our shower screens and doors to last. The use of tempered glass not only
increases durability it also final results in an elegant and desirable finish. Far better
nonetheless, when glass suppliers generate frameless designs, the absence of metal allays
issues more than corrosion. 

Framed, Frameless And Semi
 
Manufactured from 8 – 19 mm toughened glass thickness you have the option to use Low
Iron for the additional Wow Aspect. Our fittings are selected for their contemporary modern
look but equally importantly for their strength and durability. Get all the technical
specifications you have to have to choose the proper fittings for your frameless glass. No
matter whether you’re a trade customer, delivering a significant industrial project or it’s for
your personal residence we take the greatest care when measuring, designing and fitting
your new installation. Anything is tailored to your exact needs and complemented with a
sophisticated variety of superior top quality fixtures and fittings, providing you full freedom of
design and style. SDCD516A U-channel for 8mm glass in Satin Chrome Finish Our ideal
selling U-channel which is best for mounting shower glass and for other glass utilizes also. 
 
We stock a wide variety of shower hardware which includes handles and seals in most
finishes. These items can be supplied and installed or purchased on a provide only basis.
Quotations along with any technical assistance or help you may call for in the search for you
incredibly personal made to measure frameless shower door.


